2

1997
3 Asda 2001:

The first year that Asda
split their homepage into 9
sections, rather than just one.

1998
4 Asda 2015:

3 Asda 2001:
The first year that Asda
split their homepage into 9
sections, rather than just one.

Sainsbury’s 1996 and Asda 1996
11 Tips to Improve133Your Written Communication
Skills
The first supermarkets
to offer a
website – 4 years ahead of the
pack.

4 Asda 2015:
Asda moves back to one
rich image after 14 years of a
homepage of sections.

Asda moves back to one
rich image after 14 years of a
homepage of sections.
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5 Aldi 2000:
The first few years were only
in German.

2000

6 Aldi 2014 and 2015:
Food has become the hero,
rather than telescopes and
jackets in previous years.

- Use5 Short Sentences
49
16
5
3

7 Co-op 2008:
2001

Co-op’s first major redesign
of its homepage’, Co-op
2008: ‘Co-op’s second
major redesign of its
homepage’, and Co-op
2013: ‘Co-op’s third major
redesign of the homepage.

2002

- No High Brow Words
- Call To Action

image on their homepage.

- Evoke Emotion

12 Morrisons 2004:
Morrisons didn’t get the
domain of morrisons.com
<http://morrisons.com>
until 2004 – Before the
website was owned by a car
sales company!.

- Be Succinct

17
7

8
- Not Passive,
Active
14
8

- Exclude Speed Bumps

15 Sainsbury’s 2015:
Sainsbury’s starts to use one
big image on its homepage.
16 Tesco 2000:

- Dear Aunt…

Tesco was 4 years behind
2011
Asda with its first website.

17 Tesco 2007:
Tesco ditched its large menu
system on the homepage.

2012

2014

20 Waitrose 2011:

Waitrose introduced the
royal seal that it gained in
2002 and has kept it on its
homepage ever since.

2015

Tesco 2007
Tesco ditched its large menu
system
14 Sainsbury’s
2009: on the homepage.

14

Sainsbury’s started to move
away from ’Sainsbury’s
online’ and accepted this
was part of the norm.

8

Sainsbury’s 2009
Sainsbury’s started to move away
from ’Sainsbury’s Orderline’ and
20
16 Tescoaccepted
2000:
this was part of the
Tesco was 4 years behind
Asda with its first website.
norm.

15 Sainsbury’s 2015:
Sainsbury’s starts to use one
big image on its homepage.

9

Asda 2015
Waitrose madeAsda
its first major
moves back to one
overhaul of the homepage.
rich image after 14 years of a
19 Waitrose
2007:
homepage
of sections.

- Remove Jargon

Waitrose made its first major
overhaul of the homepage.

19 Waitrose 2007:
After 5 years of the same
layout Waitrose did another
major overhaul.

13 Sainsbury’s 1998:
Sainsbury’s named its online
shopping with a separate
name ‘Orderline’.

17 Tesco 2007:
Tesco ditched its large menu
system on the homepage.

18 Waitrose 2002:

2013

Morrisons 2004
Morrisons didn’t get the domain
12 Morrisons
of2004:
www.morrisons.com until
Morrisons didn’t get the
domain
of
morrisons.com
2004
– Before the website was
19
<http://morrisons.com>
until 2004 –owned
Before the
by a car sales company!.
website was owned by a car

7

7

14 Sainsbury’s 2009:
Sainsbury’s started to move
away from ’Sainsbury’s
online’ and accepted this
was part of the norm.

2010

6

11 Lidl 2014:
The first major supermarket
to use a hashtag on its home
page.

sales company!.

13 Sainsbury’s 1998:
Sainsbury’s named its online
shopping with a separate
name ‘Orderline’.

2009

Tesco 2000
Tesco was 4 years behind Asda
with its first website.

9 Iceland 2000:
Iceland were offering ‘online
shopping.

- Key Messages

11 Lidl 2014:
The first major supermarket
to use a hashtag on its home
page.

2008

4

Asda 2001
12
The first year that Asda split their
homepage into 9 sections, rather
10 Iceland 2015:
just one.
Iceland movethan
to one bold

6
12

10 Iceland 2015:
Iceland move to one bold
image on their homepage.

2007

7 Co-op 2008:
Co-op’s first major redesign
of its homepage’, Co-op
2008: ‘Co-op’s second
major redesign of its
homepage’, and Co-op
2013: ‘Co-op’s third major
redesign of the homepage.

5

9 Iceland 2000:
Iceland were offering ‘online
shopping.

2006

Sainsbury’s 1998
named its online
6 Aldi 2014Sainsbury’s
and 2015:
Food has become the hero,
shopping
with
a separate name
rather than telescopes and
jackets in previous years.
‘Orderline’.

8 Co-op 2008:
Co-op change their logo
from the 1968 cloverleaf.

Co-op change their logo

2003
from the 1968 cloverleaf.

2005

3

5 Aldi 2000:
The first few years were only
in German.

18

8 Co-op 2008:

2004

13

11

4
9

18 Waitrose 2002:

6

- Effective Structure
6

15
10

10

After 5 years of the same
layout Waitrose did another
major overhaul.

11

10

20 Waitrose 2011:
Waitrose introduced the
royal seal that it gained in
2002 and has kept it on its
homepage ever since.

Sainsbury’s 2015
Sainsbury’s starts to use one big
image on its homepage.
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- ‘Sticky
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is because
®’.of our combination of relevant experience and unique training meth
Our trainers have worked on both sides of the fence and know the challenges
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of working with the big four supermarkets, plus we also know
how they think
and what their hot buttons are.

MBM

We are a training provider to the UK grocery industry. We help suppliers
The
problem
suppliers
to the big 4 to
face
is that they
investing
money
in secure
to the
big four
supermarkets
develop
theare
soft
skills that
will
training
but
are
not
seeing
a
measurable
return
on
investment.
This
is
because
them more profitable wins.
most training companies do not understand the mindset of buyers from the big
reason they
us is because
of our
combination
of relevant
4The
supermarkets
and choose
the skills being
learnt are not
getting
put into practice.
experience and unique training method - ‘Sticky Learning ®’.
Our unique training method, Sticky Learning ®, ensures that your Learners
are still using their new skills 5 months later, which enables us to guarantee a
measurable return on your training investment.
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Click on any tip to go
and read the full article.
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